
To:  Prospective Korean 3H, 4H, & 5H Students 
From: Mrs. Lee, West High School Korean Teacher 
Re:  Summer Assignments 
 
Checklist:  These are important criteria you should have before you sign up for Korean 
3H/4H/5H.  
● Makes positive contributions to the learning environment overall or to the progress of 

other individuals. 
● Actively seeks responsibility and consistently follows through. 
● Undertakes educational pursuits with an enthusiasm for learning rather than an 

obsession with grades. 
 

Summer Homework 
 
Homework #1: TV LOG- to be turned on the FIRST DAY of school in August 
 

1.  Choose a program that was originally created in Korean to watch (with the 
original Korean audio, of course!) It can be a sitcom or comedy series or any 
other program in Korean that has a series of episodes.  KBS/SBS/MBC News or 
documentary will count for this assignment, however, sports games and music 
videos do NOT count for this assignment.  
 

2. Watch the same program for several hours over a period of time of at least one 
week.   (Korean 3H: 5 hours, Korean 4H: 7 hours, Korean 5H: 10 hours) 
 

3. Write a TV LOG.  Write the title of the show and number for each entry.  
You must have the following: 
가. Cover Page- Name, Title of the show in Korean, overall summary of the TV 
program in Korean! Cover Page should be typed! 
나. 날짜 in Korean (example: 2020년 8월3일 월요일) 
다. Duration of your viewing session (example: 저녁 7시~저녁 7시 30분) 
라. Take handwritten notes in English about your program each time you watch 
it. 
마. Write 5-6 sentences either in English or Korean summarizing what you 
watched that day.  (Your summaries should be typed!) 
마.  Staple all sheets (handwritten notes and summaries) and be ready to turn 
in your TV Log on the first day of school! 
 

Homework#2:  Practice typing in Korean.  Visit tajamaster.com to practice!!! 


